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Double beta decay - basics



Atomic masses of A=136 nuclei

        
136Xe and 136Ce are stable against β decay, but unstable

      against ββ decay (β−β− for 136Xe and β+β+ for 136Ce)

Double beta decay is observable because even-even nuclei are more 
bound than the odd-odd ones  ( due to the pairing interaction)



48Ca→48Ti 4.271 0.187
76Ge →76Se 2.040 7.8
82Se→82Kr 2.995 9.2
96Zr→96Mo 3.350 2.8
100Mo→100Ru 3.034 9.6
110Pd→110Cd 2.013 11.8
116Cd→116Sn 2.802 7.5
124Sn→124Te 2.228 5.64
130Te→130Xe 2.533 34.5
136Xe→136Ba 2.479 8.9
150Nd→150Sm 3.367 5.6

Q (MeV)       Abund.(%)

The Q values of all candidate nuclei. 
Those with Q > 2 MeV are in red.

Candidate nuclei for double beta decay with Q>2 MeV



From G. Gratta

virtual state of the intermediate nucleus virtual state of the intermediate nucleus

Symbolic representation of the two bb decay modes



 With 2% resolution:

from S. Elliott

One can distinguish the two modes by measuring the sum electron energy. 
Ultimately, though, the 2ν decay is an unavoidable background to the 0νββ.

ratio 
1:100

ratio
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Prehistory of ββ decay               (slides by John Wilkerson) 



1987 First observation of 2νββ decay in a `live’ experiment,
50 years after the theoretical prediction.
Elliott, Hahn, and Moe (this is a composite picture by Mike Moe of a real situation)



That was the size of a ββ experimental group then, here is the size
of another ββ experimental group now (EXO collaboration, May 2008).
The two recent publications of the group have ~80 coauthors. 



Historically, there are
 > 100 experimental
limits  on T1/2 of the
0νββ decay.
Here are the records
expressed as limits on
<mββ> using one set
of nuclear matrix 
elements (RQRPA of
Simkovic et al. 2009.)
Note the approximate
linear slope vs time
on such semilog plot.
However, during the
last decade the
complexity and cost
of such experiments
increased dramatically.
The constant slope is
no longer maintained.



                  T1/2 (y)                       M2ν(MeV-1)
48Ca       (4.3 +2.4

-1.1 ±1.4)E19          0.05±0.02       Balysh, PRL77,5186(1996)

76Ge       (1.74 ± 0.01+0.18
-016)E21    0.13±0.01       Doerr,NIMA513,596(2003)

82Se       (9.6 ± 0.3 ± 1.0)E19         0.10±0.01       Arnold,PRL95,182302(2005)

96Zr       (2.35 ± 0.14 ± 0.16)E19    0.12±0.01       Argyriades,NPA847,168(2010)

100Mo     (7.11 ±0.02 ± 0.54)E18     0.23±0.01      Arnold,PRL95,182302(2005)

116Cd      (2.9+0.4
-0.3)E19                 0.13±0.01       Danevich,PRC68,035501(2003)

128Te*     (1.9 ± 0.1 ± 0.3)E24         0.05±0.005    Lin,NPA481,477(1988)

130Te      (7.0 ± 0.9 ±1.1)E20          0.033±0.003  Arnold,PRL107,062504(2011)

136Xe      (2.1 ± 0.04 ± 0.21)E21     0.019±0.001   Ackerman,PRL107,212501(2011)

150Nd     (9.11+0.25
-0.22±0.63)E18     0.06±0.003    Argyriades,PRC80,032501R(2009)

238U**     (2.2 ± 0.6)E21                 0.05±0.01      Turkevich,PRL67,3211(1991)

*from geochemical ratio 128Te/130Te; **radiochemical result        
      

Nevertheless, there is considerable experimental activity, in particular many
new results on the 2νββ decay.



Matrix elements M2ν in MeV-1 based on the experimental halflives
           Note the strong shell dependence, i.e. fast variation when A is changed
                              1/T1/2

2ν = G2ν(Q,Z) (M2ν)2



 Cross sections of (t,3He) and (d,2He) reactions
 give B(GT±) for β+ and β-; products of the amplitudes 
(B(GT)1/2) entering the numerator of  M2n

GT 

Closure 2νββ-decay
 NME

SSD hypothesis, only the
first 1+ state matters

Grewe, …Frekers at al, PRC 78, 044301 (2008) 

The β- strength is dominated
by the giant GT resonance.
However, the β+ strength is
concentrated at low energy,
little strength to giant.



However, since 0νββ involves large momentum transfer (q ~ 100 MeV).
many intermediate multipoles contribute and it is not at all clear
that knowing the strength and energy of the 1+ states is crucial.

But knowing the structure of the initial and final nuclear ground 
states, at least the occupancies of the individual orbits must be
relevant. This can be studied with single nucleon transfer reactions
(d,p), (α,3He), (d,3He) etc. (see Freeman and Schiffer, 1207.4290) 

Schematic illustration of possible
configurations in the two nuclei
with only 0+ pairs.
The allowed transitions involve
removing a neutron pair from occupied
state and creating proton pair in
an empty orbit.
The forbidden transitions invlove
rearrangements of other pairs.
A two-body operator cannot connect
such configurations.



However, ν masses are much smaller than the masses 
                      of other fermions 

Is that a possible “Hint of” a new mass-generating mechanism?
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Mass hierarchies of quarks and leptons
In this plot the mass of the heaviest particle is taken as unity
While the patterns of up quarks, down quarks, and charged
leptons are not really identical, the neutrino masses are 
noticeably more squeezed together.

 neutrinos

charged leptons

down quarks

up quarks

10-5 10-4 10-3 10-2 10-1 1



Weinberg already in 1979 (PLR 43, 1566) showed that there is only 
one dimension d=5 gauge-invariant operator given the particle content 
of the standard model:
                                            L(5)  = C(5)/Λ (LcεH)(HTεL) +h.c.

Here Lc = LTC, where C is charge conjugation and ε = -iτ2. This
operator clearly violates the lepton number by two units and 
represents neutrino Majorana mass

                                             L(M) = C(5)/Λ v2/2 (νL
c νL) + h.c.

If Λ is larger than v, the Higgs vacuum expectation value, the 
neutrinos will be `naturally’ lighter than the charged fermions.

To solve the dilemma of `unnaturally’ small neutrino mass we can give 
up on renormalizability and add operators of dimension d > 4 that are 
suppressed by inverse powers of some scale Λ but are consistent with 
the SM symmetries.



 

The most popular theory of why neutrinos are 
so light is the —

See-Saw Mechanism

ν

NR
Very 
heavy 
neutrino

Familiar 
light 
neutrino

}
{

(Minkowski (1977), Gell-Mann, Ramond, Slansky (1979), Yanagida(1979), 
                       Mohapatra, Senjanovic(1980))

It assumes that the very heavy neutrinos NR exist. Their mass
plays an analogous role as the  scale Λ of Weinberg, i.e.,
mν ~ v2/MN. Both the light and heavy neutrinos are Majorana fermions. 



0νββe– e–

u d d u

(ν)R νL

W W

Whatever processes cause 0νββ, its observation 
would imply the existence of a Majorana mass term 
and thus would represent ``New Physics’’:

Schechter and Valle,82 

By adding only Standard model interactions we obtain 

Hence observing the 0νββ decay guaranties that ν are massive Majorana 
particles. But the relation between the decay rate and neutrino mass
might be complicated.

(ν)R → (ν)L  Majorana mass term



What is the relation of the deduced fundamental parameters and the
neutrino mixing matrix? Or, in other words, what is the relation
between the 0νββ decay rate and the absolute neutrino mass?

As long as the mass eigenstates νi that are the components of the
flavor neutrinos νe, νµ, and ντ are Majorana neutrinos, the 0νββ
decay will occur, with the rate

         1/T1/2= G(Etot,Z) (M0ν)2 <mββ>2,

where G(Etot,Z) is easily calculable phase space factor, M0ν is the nuclear
matrix element, calculable with difficulties (and discussed later), and

       <mββ> = | Σi |Uei|2 exp(iαi) mi |,

where αi are unknown Majorana phases (only two of them are relevant). 
Using the formula above we can relate <mββ> to other
observables related to the absolute neutrino mass.



Usual representation of that relation. It shows that the <mββ>
axis can be divided into three distinct regions as indicated. 
However, it creates the impression (false) that determining  
<mββ> would decide between the two competing hierarchies.
 

inverted

normal

degenerate



      What is the nature of the `black box’? In other words, what is the   
    
                    mechanism of the 0νββ decay?
       All these diagrams can contribute to the 0νββ decay amplitude

Light Majorana neutrino,
only Standard Model
weak interactions

Heavy Majorana neutrino
interacting with WR.

Model extended to include
right-handed current

interactions.

Light or heavy Majorana
neutrino. Model extended

to include right-handed WR.
Mixing extended between
the left and right-handed

neutrinos.

Supersymmetry 
with R-parity 
violation. Many 
new particles
invoked. Light
Majorana neutrinos 
exist also.
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The relative size of heavy (AH) vs. light particle (AL) exchange 
to the decay amplitude is (a crude estimate):
  AL ~ GF

2 mββ/<k2>,        AH ~ GF
2 MW

4/Λ5 ,
where Λ is the heavy scale and k ~ 100 MeV is the virtual
neutrino momentum.
For Λ ~ 1 TeV and mββ ~ 0.1 – 0.5 eV  AL/AH ~ 1, hence both
mechanism contribute equally. If Λ >> 1 TeV, the heavy particle
exchange results in unobservably small 0νββ rate.

From the observation of the 0νββ decay it is, in general, 
impossible to decide which of the possible graphs is relevant.

 

“Lepton number violation without supersymmetry” Phys.Rev.D 70 (2004) 075007. 
by V. Cirigliano, A. Kurylov, M.J.Ramsey-Musolf, and P.V.

and  “Neutrinoless double beta decay and lepton flavor violation” Phys. Rev. Lett. 
93 (2004) 231802, by  V. Cirigliano, A. Kurylov, M.J.Ramsey-Musolf, and P.V.

It turns out that the study of lepton flavor violation (LFV) can 
help us to decide what  mechanism is responsible for the 0νββ 
decay if it is observed in a foreseeable future.



In the standard model lepton flavor conservation is  a consequence of vanishing
neutrino masses. However, the observation of neutrino oscillations shows that
neutrinos are massive and that the flavor is not conserved. Hence a more general
theory must contain LFV of charged leptons generated probably at some high scale.

There is a long history of searches for LFV with charged leptons, like 
µ -> e + γ, muon conversion µ- + (Z,A) -> e- + (Z,A), or µ+ -> e+ + e+ + e- .

Impressive limits for the branching ratios have been established:

The current MEG experiment at PSI pushed that limit to 2.4x10-12 and its
ultimate sensitivity is expected to be ~10-13.



There are ambitious new proposals with much better 
sensitivities: 
MECO (now unfortunately cancelled):   Bµ ->e < 5x10-17  on Al
MEG (now beginning to run at PSI):  Bµ -> e+γ < 4x 10-14

i.e. improvement by a factor of ~ 1000 - 10000.

The direct effect of neutrino mass is “GIM suppressed”
by a factor of (∆mn

2/MW
2)2 ~ 10-50  hence unobservable.

γ

W

µ ν e



So, why are people even looking for LFV?

   Because most particle physics models  of `physics beyond the Standard 
Model’ contain LFV originating at some high mass scale. Many of them also 
contain LNV and, naturally, all realistic models should include light and mixed 
neutrinos, known to exist.

If the scales of both LFV and LNV are well above the weak scale, then 
Γ0νββ ~ <mββ>2 and <mββ> can be derived from the 0νββ decay rate. 
However, the `dangerous’ case is when both  LFV and LNV scales are 
low (~ TeV). In that case there might be an ambiguity in interpreting 
the results of 0νββ decay experiments.



Linking LNV to LFV Summary:

2) SM extensions with low (~TeV) scale LNV when Γ0νββ ≠ ~ mββ
2  **  

1) SM extensions with high (GUT) scale LNV  with Γ0νββ  ~ mββ
2     

** In absence of fine-tuning or hierarchies   
     in flavor couplings.  Important caveat!
       See: V. Cirigliano et al., PRL93,231802(2004)  

Left-right symmetric model,
R-parity violating SUSY, etc.
possibly Γ0νββ unrelated to mββ

2

i.e. µ -> e + γ has larger branching ratio than µ conversion

i.e. µ conversion has larger or comparable branching to µ -> e + γ   



Spares



Summary of methods of neutrino mass 
determination and (optimistic) sensitivities:

Summary of methods of neutrino mass 
determination and (optimistic) sensitivities:

Neutrino oscillations:   Neutrino oscillations:   θθ1212 (U (U1212),               , etc.),               , etc.
        observedobserved  ~~1010-5-5 eV eV2 2   (only mass square differences, independent
                                               of Dirac vs. Majorana)

2
2

2
1 mm −

Single beta decay:Single beta decay:
0.2 eV  0.2 eV  (independent of(independent of
  Dirac vs. Majorana)Dirac vs. Majorana)

Double beta decay:Double beta decay:
0.01 eV  0.01 eV  (only for Majorana)(only for Majorana)

Observational cosmology:Observational cosmology:
0.1 eV 0.1 eV (independent of(independent of
  Dirac vs. Majorana)Dirac vs. Majorana)

M = Σ mi

<mββ> = |Σ mi |Uei|2 εi| 

<mβ>2 = Σ mi
2 |Uei|2 

(Majorana phases)



If (or when) the 0νββ decay is observed two
problems must be resolved:

a) What is the mechanism of the decay,
   i.e., what kind of virtual particle is                                       (what is ν1?)
   exchanged between the affected
   nucleons (or quarks)?
b) How to relate the observed decay rate
   to the fundamental parameters, that is
   what is the value of the corresponding
   nuclear matrix elements?                                     (how to describe NP above?)



The energy scale Λ is more or less the energy above which the
effective operator expressions above are no longer valid.

In order to estimate the magnitude of Λ suppose that 
C(5) ~ O(1) and neutrino mass ~ 0.1 eV. Then

Λ~ v2/mν ~ 1015 GeV

It is remarkable, but perhaps a coincidence, that this scale Λ
is quite near the scale at which the running gauge coupling
constants meet, MGUT ~ 1015-16 GeV. 



Example of measured
occupancies of the valence
orbits in the 76Ge – 76Se
system.
When these experimental
occupancies were used 
instead of theoretical ones
(based on global parameter
fits) the resulting 0νββ
nuclear matrix elements
changed by ~ 30%.

From Freeman and Schiffer, arXiv:1207.4290



 2νββ–decay rate scales like Q11,  and the 0νββ decay scales like Q5. 
 This dependence can be  understood from simple dimensional arguments:

1)The phase space of  each outgoing  lepton has dimension E3, one power
     of energy must be subtracted for energy conservation.
     4x3-1 = 11 for the  2νββ and 2x3-1=5 for the 0νββ.

•For 2νββ the decay rate is Γ2ν = 1/τ = GF
4 M2ν

2 G2ν(E,Z), where the nuclear
     matrix element M2ν has dimension energy-1 and is independent of Q, 
      while GF has dimension energy-2. Thus, the phase space G2ν(E,Z) must 
      have dimension energy11 and the only relevant parameter is Q (or E0). 
   
•Analogously for 0νββ the decay rate is Γ0ν = 1/τ = GF

4 M0ν
2 <mββ>2 G0ν(E,Z), 

     and the nuclear matrix element M0ν has dimension length-1 and thus 
     equivalently energy+1. Again, counting the powers of energy we come
     to the conclusion that G0ν(E,Z) ~ energy5.



So, at that time it looked as that if the ββ decay is observed with 
T1/2 << 1020y neutrinos are Majorana particles but if it is observed 
with T1/2 > 1020y than neutrinos are Dirac particles.
Unfortunately, real life is not that simple. 



In double beta decay two neutrons bound in the ground state of an even-
even nucleus are simultaneously transformed into two bound protons plus 
two electrons (plus possibly something else).

The phenomenon exists thanks to the pairing interaction between nucleons 
that makes even-even nuclei more bound than the odd-odd ones.

The 2νββ decay, in which two electron plus two antineutrinos are emitted, is 
allowed by the usual rules, while the neutrinoless decay 0νββ violates lepton 
number conservation and is forbidden in the Standard Model.



How can we tell whether the total lepton number is 
conserved?

A partial list of processes where the lepton number would be violated:

Neutrinoless ββ decay:  (Z,A) -> (Z±2,A) + 2e(±), T1/2 > ~1025 y
Muon conversion: µ- + (Z,A) -> e+ + (Z-2,A), BR < 10-12

Anomalous kaon decays: K+ -> π-µ+µ+   , BR < 10−9

Flux of νe from the Sun:  BR < 10-4

Flux of νe from a nuclear reactor: BR < ?

Observing any of these processes would mean that the lepton
number is not conserved, and that neutrinos are massive 
Majorana particles.

It turns out that the study of the 0νββ decay is by far the most
sensitive test of the total lepton number conservation, so we
restrict further discussion to this process.



Dirac fermions are distinct from the corresponding antifermions, but 
Majorana fermions are not.

For massless neutrinos, in combination with the rules of weak 
interactions,  that weak interaction involve only left chirality particles, 
means that the distinction is meaningless.
Chirality distinguishes massless neutrinos from antineutrinos.

That is no longer true for massive neutrinos, and thus the question
of Dirac versus Majorana becomes relevant. At the same time,
however, the processes that separates these two possibilities are 
inherently rear, typically suppressed by the very small parameter
mν/Eν
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